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Abstract— Cloud computing is technology that allows to 

allocate and access resources as per user demand. Cloud 

computing have essential characteristics such as on-demand self-

service, resource pooling, rapid elasticity with help of these 

characteristics cloud computing can deliver the resources with 

minimum management effort . Despite of all these benefits 

security is critical challenge in cloud computing. To overcome 

threats present in security of cloud proposed method present in 

the paper ensures secure and efficient dynamic operations on 

data blocks. This work will evolve the cloud data storage security 

and will allow a user to verify the cloud server whether data are 

stored correctly or not and identify the misbehaving servers 

without having local copy of data. It will provide more security in 

user’s data stored in cloud computing i.e. guarantying the 

availability, reliability and integrity of data and can perform 

storage correctness checks with minimum overheads. 

Index Terms—Component Cloud computing, Data storage 

security,   Distributed storage, Reliability, Availability.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing technology enables to store the data 

globally in remote database instead of storing it into local 

storage device. Internet connection enables communication 

between local computer and remote database. Basically cloud 

computing consist of data server which is connected to the 

internet. 

A client can sends copies of file to the data server which is 

connected to the internet. Data server then records the 

information. When client wants to retrieve the information 

he/she can access through a web-based interface. Then server 

sends files to the client or allows the client to manipulate the 

files on the server itself. Cloud computing is capable of 

providing on-demand self service, where user pay as per their 

usage. Cloud computing technology provides greater flexibility 

with the help of different deployment models and services. 

Deployment models are responsible for managing the resources 

that are deliver services to the consumers and differentiate 

between classes of customers. 

Service models are responsible for identifying 

organization’s scope and control over the cloud environment. 

Different types of service models are as follows: 

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service 

(PaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). 

 Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): This service model 

provides service of one or more applications and 

computational resource as per user demand. SaaS 

reduces cost of hardware and software development, 

maintenance and operations. 

 Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): This service model 

provide computational platform as per user 

requirement where user applications can be developed 

and deployed. 

 Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): This service model 

provide basic infrastructure for servers, software and 

network equipment as per user demand where platform 

can be provide and applications can be executed. 
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Although cloud services offer flexibility, scalability and 

efficiency but there have been certain concerns about security. 

In cloud once data are stored it cannot access locally, hence 

possibility of threats to sensitive data potentially increased.  

Today, cloud computing generates a lot of hype; it’s both 

promising and scary. Businesses see its potential but also have 

many concerns. Security is considered one of the most critical 

aspects in everyday computing, and it is no different for cloud 

computing due to the sensitivity and importance of data stored 

in the cloud. Cloud computing infrastructures use new 

technologies and services, most which haven’t been fully 

evaluated with respect to security. Cloud Computing has 

several major issues and concerns, such as data security, trust, 

expectations, regulations, and performance issues. The aim of 

this project is to detect the major security issues affecting 

Cloud Systems and generate the solutions. 

II. SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Secure cloud is a reliable source of information. Protecting 

the cloud is a very important task for cloud service providers. 

Virtualization is key concept implemented in cloud 

computing, security issues not only exist in the physical device 

but also in virtualized environment. Each service model of 

cloud has different risk levels of security. In SaaS environment 

cloud service provider is responsible for security controls. In 

IaaS environment cloud service provider is responsible only for 

infrastructure security and for other security controls are 

associated with customers. The various problems faced by the 

cloud computing can be classified as: 

1) Hypervisor Security Issue: Virtualization is the 

important concept implemented in cloud computing 

.Virtualization can be done by hypervisor. Attacks on 

the hypervisor may expose virtual machines. 

Traditional approaches that are used for security 

purpose are not able to prevent attack against 

hypervisor. 

2) Loss of Control: In cloud once data are stored that 

transfers responsibility and control of data to the cloud 

service provider. Cloud Service Provider gain control 

of information as well as components of system that 

are previously under the control of organization. In 

such situation maintaining data accountability and 

integrity is measure concern. 

3) Inadequate information about policies and practices: 

Loss of clarity between cloud service provider and 

organization may cause some security concerns. Due 

to mismatch between cloud service provider policies 

and organization’s policies may cause loss of privacy 

about data. Due to this mismatch about policies cloud 

service provider may handle sensitive information less 

securely than organization expects.  

4) Sharing of Resources: Virtual machines that are 

located in the same server may share CPU,I/O, storage 

and other information. Sharing of resources between 

virtual machines may decrease security of each virtual 

machine. Virtual machines can communicate with each 

other by avoiding rules that are defined by security 

modules of hypervisor.   

5) Data Leakage Problem: Cloud computing implements 

multi-tenancy environment. Due to this multi-tenant 

environment more than one application or information 

can be hosted on same infrastructure. This multi-

tenancy environment increase possibility of attacks in 

virtual environments. 

6) Trust: Trust between the Service provider and the 

customer is one of the main issues cloud computing 

faces today. There is no way for the customer to be 

sure whether the management of the Service is 

trustworthy, and whether there is any risk of insider 

attacks. 

7) Confidentiality: Confidentiality is preventing the 

improper disclosure of information. Preserving 

confidentiality is one of the major issues faced by 

cloud systems since the information is stored at a 

remote location that the Service Provider has full 

access to. 

8) Access Control: Cloud Service provider uses certain 

standards to control access of resources. Standards that 

are used not define many protocol or transport 

mechanism about validation of user credentials. 

Messages that are transmitted using standards are 

infected by malicious attack. 

III. RELATED WORKS 

A. Proofs of  Retrievability for Files: 

Jules et al[2] described a "Proof of Retrievability" (POR) 

scheme for ensuring the remote data integrity. The POR 

scheme ensures files retrievability on  service systems. It uses 

both error checking and error correcting code to achieve 

successful file retrievability.  

The POR System:  

In POR system, encoding algorithm is used to convert a 

raw file into encoded file. This encoded file is stored on prover. 

Verifier is stored a key which is assigned to file by key 

generation algorithm. The verifier is challenged the prover to 

check that the verifier can retrieve file F. 

 Advantages:   

a) In this POR scheme, to accomplish check of 

whether the archives delete or modify files prior 

to retrieval, users need not to download the files 

b) A POR also provide quality-of-service guarantees 

 Disadvantages: 

a) More pre-processing is required for encoded file 

F. 

b) It increases computation overhead.  

c) Larger storage is required for the prover. 

B. Multiple-Replica Provable Data Possession: 

Many storage systems depend on replication [4] to increase 

the availability and durability of data on untrusted storage 

system. Replication process is difficult while managing the 

number and placing replicas on storage system.  
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Encryption is used in this process to make replicas unique 

and differentiable. Client can generate single or multiple 

replicas by encrypting the data under different keys. One 

replica is used to answer challenges for another. Separate file 

to be created for each replica and checked individually using a 

protocol for checking data possession. Replica maintenance 

tracks multiple copies of a file throughout a distributed storage 

system and then creates or destroys replicas as per the 

requirements.  

 Advantages:  

a) Additional computation cost is not required while 

deploying MR-PDP in distributed storage  

b) system Overheads are small and computation time 

is much less 

c) Scalability can be easily achieved in deploying 

MR-PDP in distributed storage system. 

 Disadvantages: 

a) Large computation complexity at the server 

b) Need of cryptography technique for storage of 

replica. 

C. Cloud Computing System Based on Trusted Computing 

Platform: 

Cloud computing provides people to share large amount of 

distributed resources. Security in cloud computing is necessary 

to ensure that people should be able to access the data, if they 

are authorized users. 

     This paper[5] consist of method which is used for 

building trusted computing environment for cloud computing 

by combining the trusted computing platform(TCP) into Cloud 

computing system. There is a new prototype system in which 

TSS based on Trusted Platform Module (TPM), cloud 

computing system is combined with Trusted Platform Support 

Service (TSS). Better security achievement is done with help of 

authentication, role based access and data protection in cloud 

computing environment. 

 Disadvantages: 

a) The trusted root in cloud computing is not clearly 

defined in proposed model 

b) Additional of hardware support requirement for 

proposed model. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

To ensure data storage security issues in cloud computing 

our proposed model will consist of four main phases as 

follows: File distribution preparation, Token pre-computation 

Correctness Verification and Error Recovery and File Retrieval 

and Error Recovery. 

A. File Distribution Preparation: 

A number of failures in distributed storage system can be 

tolerated by using erasure-correcting codes. In cloud data 

storage, our method will depend upon the technique to 

distribute the data file redundantly across a set of distributed 

cloud servers. And we will be placing each of the data vectors 

on different servers. These vectors will be generated from data 

block such that original data file can survive the failure of 

servers without any data loss. 

Consider a procedure for file distribution: 

1) Consider a file F with m data vectors and create k 

parity vectors for those data vectors. 

2) Generate an encoded file G using original file F and 

parity vectors. 

3) Distribute file G across a set n=m+k distributed 

servers. 

B. Token Pre-computation: 

To ensure that the data present on cloud servers is correct 

and to identify misbehaving servers, our method will depend 

on the pre-computed verification tokens. Initially, user will pre-

compute a certain number of short verification tokens before 

file distribution preparation. These tokens will be stored on 

user’s machine locally. Whenever user will want to ensure the 

storage correctness of data in cloud, he will challenge the cloud 

server with block indices that are generated in a random 

manner.  After receiving challenge, each cloud server will 

generate a short “signature” over the particular blocks and 

returns them to the user. For data correctness, these response 

values must match with the corresponding pre-computed 

tokens which are already stored on user’s machine. As the all 

servers will operate over the same block indices, the response 

values must be valid codewords. 

If user wants to check the storage correctness of data t 

times then he must pre-compute same number of verification 

tokens over the data block. Consider a procedure to generate 

ith token for server j: 

1) Calculate a challenge value Ci using ith challenge key 

and permutation key. 

2) Select the set of r randomly chosen indices. 

3) Compute the verification token Vi for server j using Ci 

and r. Here Vi is element of encoded file G. 

C. Correctness Verification and Error Recovery: 

In cloud storage systems, error localization is the main step 

for eliminating the errors. Depending upon response values, 

user will identify the misbehaving servers. These response 

values will also contain information about error localization. 

Consider a procedure of ith challenge response as follows: 

1) User will regenerate ith challenge value Ci, 

permutation key and sends to servers. 

2) Based on received challenge Ci, the cloud server will 

generate short signature Ri over that specified block 

and return the response to user. 

3) After receiving the response generated by server, user 

will match the response values Ri with verification 

token Vi for all the servers and will come to know 

about corrupted data and misbehaving server. 

D. File Retrieval and Error Recovery: 

By downloading the data blocks from cloud servers, the 

user can regain the original file. Our verification method will 

be based on random spot-checking; hence this will be 

probabilistic technique. But by doing verification enough time, 
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we can guarantee retrieval of file with high probability. When 

corruption of data is found, the identification of misbehaving 

servers can be guaranteed by the comparison between locally 

stored pre-computed tokens and received response. So, the user 

can always challenge servers and ask to send back data blocks. 

For correctness of data storage, these newly recovered blocks 

can be redistributed over misbehaving servers. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Cloud Computing is a relatively new concept that presents 

a good number of benefits for its users; however, it also raises 

some security problems which may slow down its use. 

 This scheme will achieve the integration of storage 

correctness insurance and data error localization. We can 

almost guarantee the simultaneous identification of 

misbehaving servers. This scheme will be more effective and 

flexible distributed verification scheme to address the data 

storage security issues in cloud computing. Challenge response 

protocol along with pre-computed token will be used to verify 

the storage correctness of user’s data and to effectively locate 

the misbehaving of server. 
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